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ABSTRACT

Context. The ESO public survey VISTA variables in the Vía Láctea (VVV) started in 2010. VVV targets 562 sq. deg in the Galactic bulge and an
adjacent plane region and is expected to run for about five years.
Aims. We describe the progress of the survey observations in the first observing season, the observing strategy, and quality of the data obtained.
Methods. The observations are carried out on the 4-m VISTA telescope in the ZY JHKs filters. In addition to the multi-band imaging the variability
monitoring campaign in the Ks filter has started. Data reduction is carried out using the pipeline at the Cambridge Astronomical Survey Unit. The
photometric and astrometric calibration is performed via the numerous 2MASS sources observed in each pointing.
Results. The first data release contains the aperture photometry and astrometric catalogues for 348 individual pointings in the ZY JHKs filters taken
in the 2010 observing season. The typical image quality is ∼0.′′9−1.′′0. The stringent photometric and image quality requirements of the survey are
satisfied in 100% of the JHKs images in the disk area and 90% of the JHKs images in the bulge area. The completeness in the Z and Y images
is 84% in the disk, and 40% in the bulge. The first season catalogues contain 1.28 × 108 stellar sources in the bulge and 1.68 × 108 in the disk
area detected in at least one of the photometric bands. The combined, multi-band catalogues contain more than 1.63 × 108 stellar sources. About
10% of these are double detections because of overlapping adjacent pointings. These overlapping multiple detections are used to characterise the
quality of the data. The images in the JHKs bands extend typically ∼4 mag deeper than 2MASS. The magnitude limit and photometric quality
depend strongly on crowding in the inner Galactic regions. The astrometry for Ks = 15−18 mag has rms ∼ 35−175 mas.
Conclusions. The VVV Survey data products offer a unique dataset to map the stellar populations in the Galactic bulge and the adjacent plane
and provide an exciting new tool for the study of the structure, content, and star-formation history of our Galaxy, as well as for investigations of
the newly discovered star clusters, star-forming regions in the disk, high proper motion stars, asteroids, planetary nebulae, and other interesting
objects.
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1. Introduction

The VISTA variables in the Vía Láctea (VVV) survey is map-
ping 562 square degrees in the Galactic bulge and the southern
disk in the near-infrared (Minniti et al. 2010). The VVV survey
gives near-infrared (near-IR) multi-colour information in five

� Based on observations taken within the ESO VISTA Public Survey
VVV, Programme ID 179.B-2002.

passbands: Z (0.87 μm), Y (1.02 μm), J (1.25 μm), H (1.64 μm),
and Ks (2.14 μm), as well as time coverage spanning over five
years, which will complement past/recent, current, and upcom-
ing surveys such as 2MASS, DENIS, GLIMPSE-II, VPHAS+,
MACHO, OGLE, EROS, MOA, and GAIA.

VVV is an ESO Public Survey, i.e., the observational raw
data are made available to the astronomical community imme-
diately, whereas the reduced data will be published once a year
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in a data release through ESO. This paper describes and charac-
terises the first data release (DR1) of the VVV survey. Some first
results of the VVV survey based on early science images taken
in the bulge and disk fields are highlighted in Saito et al. (2010)
and Catelan et al. (2011).

The preparatory phase for the VVV survey started in 2006,
with the first test observations obtained in October 2009.
Regular operations started with the first survey observations in
February 2010. The data collected during the first year of obser-
vations until October 2010 are the subject of this public release.
Our survey is planned to be carried out for five years, and we
expect to produce yearly accumulated data releases.

The VVV survey is foremost a variability study of the in-
ner regions of the Milky Way (Minniti et al. 2010), but will
also complement the existing 2MASS JHK photometry (Cutri
et al. 2003), extending to much fainter limits while adding two
additional filters (ZY), and providing time domain information
useful for variability and proper motion studies. In particular,
the higher resolution of the VVV data represents a huge advan-
tage in crowded fields compared to previous near-IR surveys
such as 2MASS and DENIS (Epchtein et al. 1994), where the
single-epoch photometry was confusion-limited, reaching Ks ∼
14.3 mag. The limiting magnitude of the VVV data using aper-
ture photometry is Ks ∼ 18.0 mag in most fields. Even in the in-
nermost fields (|b| ≤ 1◦) the VVV survey reaches Ks ∼ 16.5 mag,
at least a magnitude deeper than the IRSF/SIRIUS survey of the
Galactic Centre (Nagayama et al. 2003; Nishiyama et al. 2006,
2009).

The VVV survey was designed to complement the UKIDSS-
GPS (Lucas et al. 2008), VPHAS+ (see Arnaboldi et al. 2007),
and the GLIMPSE-II surveys (Benjamin et al. 2003). The
UKIDSS-GPS is mapping |b| < 5◦ in Galactic latitude in the
northern plane for three epochs, while VPHAS+ also observes
the Galactic plane in the optical and Hα using the ESO VLT
Survey Telescope (VST).

The GLIMPSE-II survey images the central ±10◦ of the
plane in four bands with IRAC. VVV provides variability in-
formation for the overlap region, supporting studies of the con-
tent and distribution of stars, stellar populations, and interactions
of the strong nuclear wind with the ambient of the interstellar
medium (ISM) above and below the nucleus, as well as the rate
and location of current star formation.

Multiband Spitzer public surveys with IRAC (mid-IR at
3.6 μm, 4.5 μm, 5.6 μm and 8.0 μm) and MIPS (far-IR, 23.7 μm,
71.4 μm weighted average wavelength), respectively, cover the
mid-plane (|b| < 1◦) at 65◦ < l < 10◦ and −10◦ < l < −65◦. The
southern half of these surveys overlaps with the VVV disk area,
allowing the detection and characterisation of star-formation re-
gions and probing the structure of the inner disk of the Galaxy.
In optically obscured regions the IRAC data complement the
VVV survey and those of VST/VPHAS+ by tracing the influ-
ence of the most massive stars on star formation.

In addition, we complement the existing bulge microlensing
surveys such as OGLE (Udalski et al. 1993; Szymański et al.
2011) and MACHO (Alcock et al. 2000), which observe in opti-
cal bands, with limited or no colour information. These surveys
mostly concentrate on regions of low extinction. VVV will pro-
vide useful variability information for the overlap regions.

The data are of excellent quality in general, and only a small
fraction did not pass our quality controls and had to be reac-
quired. These DR1 data have passed all the initial quality con-
trols as performed by the survey team in collaboration with the

Cambridge Astronomical Survey Unit (CASU)1. We checked
image defects, telescope problems, seeing, zero point, magni-
tude limit, ellipticity, and airmass, to name a few. However, it
is important to stress that the data quality and calibrations will
improve with subsequent data releases.

Here we will address the general information for the commu-
nity, e.g., on the survey area and strategy, data quality, progress
in the observations, published source lists, as well as examples
of specific applications. In addition, the data, procedures, and
additional information are available through the ESO archive2,
the VVV survey science team homepage3, CASU, and through
the VISTA science archive (VSA) webpage4.

This paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 describes the area
coverage and the observations with VISTA as well as the data
processing. Section 3 describes the photometric quality (lim-
its, accuracy), and completeness. Section 4 discusses a com-
parison with 2MASS. Section 5 presents a comparison between
the VVV DR1 (aperture) catalogues and point spread function
(PSF) photometry. Section 6 describes the astrometric data qual-
ity. Section 7 presents density maps for the bulge and disk fields.
Section 8 describes a suitability test of the DR1 data for differ-
ence image analysis.

The final section summarizes and presents our conclusions,
including important caveats regarding this DR1, and future im-
provements to be implemented in DR2. Finally, the VVV tile
coordinates are listed in the appendix.

2. Survey area and observations

2.1. Telescope and instrument

The telescope used to carry out the VVV survey is VISTA
(Visible and Infrared Survey Telescope for Astronomy), a 4-m
class wide-field telescope with a single instrument, VIRCAM
(VISTA InfraRed CAMera; Dalton et al. 2006; Emerson &
Sutherland 2010), located on its own peak at ESO’s Cerro
Paranal Observatory in Chile, about 1500 m away from the
VLT. Its primary mirror has a diameter of 4.1 m, providing a
f /3.25 focal ratio at the Cassegrain focus where the instrument
is mounted. The secondary mirror has a 1.24 m diameter. The
start of survey operations of the telescope was on April 1, 2010,
but most VISTA surveys, including VVV, started collecting sci-
ence observations a few months earlier, in parallel with the last
phases of the scientific performance verification and operations
fine-tuning performed by Paranal Observatory staff. During the
first year of operations the mirrors were coated with silver, which
is optimized for near-IR observations.

With 1.64 deg diameter VIRCAM offers the largest un-
vignetted field of view in the near-IR regime on 4-m class
telescopes. It is equipped with 16 Raytheon VIRGO 2048 ×
2048 pixels2 HgCdTe science detectors, with 0.′′339 average
pixel scale. Each individual detector therefore covers ∼694 ×
694 arcsec2 on the sky. The achieved image quality (including
seeing) is better than ∼0.′′6 on axis. The image quality distortions
are up to about 10% across the wide field of view. The detectors
are arranged in a 4 × 4 array, with large spacings of 90% and
42.5% of the detector size along the X and Y axes, respectively.
A single pointing, called a pawprint, covers 0.59 sq. deg, and
provides partial coverage of the field of view. By combining six

1 http://casu.ast.cam.ac.uk/vistasp/
2 http://www.eso.org/sci/archive.html
3 http://vvvsurvey.org
4 http://horus.roe.ac.uk/vsa/index.html
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Fig. 1. Transmission curves for the five broad-band filters present at the
VIRCAM: Z, Y , J, H and Ks, compared with the typical atmospheric
transmission profile for airmass =1.0 and 1.0 mm water vapour. The
effective wavelengths for all filters are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Effective wavelengths for the VISTA filter set used in the
VVV observations and the relative extinction for each filter based on
the Cardelli et al. (1989) extinction law (from Catelan et al. 2011).

Filter λeff(μm) AX/AV AX/E(B − V)
Z 0.878 0.499 1.542
Y 1.021 0.390 1.206
J 1.254 0.280 0.866
H 1.646 0.184 0.567
Ks 2.149 0.118 0.364

pawprint exposures with appropriate offsets, a contiguous cov-
erage of a field is achieved with at least two exposures per pixel
except at two edges. In all VISTA observations this field is called
a tile and covers a 1.64 sq. deg field of view. Throughout this pa-
per we will use a tile as the individual exposure.

VIRCAM has four additional optical CCDs, two for guiding
and two for active optics. For exposures longer than ∼40 s the ac-
tive optics is run in parallel mode with the observations. Owing
VVV’s very short individual exposures (see Sect. 2.3) the ac-
tive optics correction is only performed every ∼30 min or after a
larger offset. This, combined with the need to survey the area fast
(hence minimizing the overheads for more frequent active optics
corrections), and typical seeing on Paranal limits the image qual-
ity obtained for the survey data to typically ∼0.9–1.0 arcsec (see
Sect. 2.4).

VIRCAM is equipped with five broad-band filters (Z, Y,
J, H, and Ks) and two narrow-band filters centred at 0.98 and
1.18 μm. The VVV survey uses all five broad-band filters span-
ning from 0.84 to 2.5 μm. Their effective wavelengths and rel-
ative extinctions are given in Table 1, while the transmission
curves are shown in Fig. 1, compared to a typical atmospheric
transmission profile for airmass 1.0 and 1 mm water vapour in
the atmosphere.

For more details about the telescope and instrument we refer
the interested reader to the VIRCAM instrument web pages5,
and the VISTA/VIRCAM user manual (Ivanov & Szeifert 2009).

2.2. Survey area

The VVV survey area consists of 348 tiles, 196 tiles in the bulge
and 152 in the disk area. These two components were planned to

5 http://www.eso.org/sci/facilities/paranal/
instruments/vircam/

Table 2. VVV survey completion in the 2010 season.

Tile Completed Total Completion
type Tile Tiles percentage

Bulge
JHKs 188 196 95%
ZY 78 196 40%
Variability 113 5 × 196 12%

Disk
JHKs 152 152 100%
ZY 128 152 84%
Variability 547 5 × 152 72%

cover 520 sq. deg, as follows: (i) the VVV bulge survey area cov-
ers 300 sq. deg between −10◦ ≤ l ≤ +10◦ and −10◦ ≤ b ≤ +5◦;
and (ii) the VVV disk survey area covers 220 sq. deg between
295◦ ≤ l ≤ 350◦ and −2◦ ≤ b ≤ +2◦. However, to max-
imize the efficiency of the tilling process (see Sect. 2.3), the
survey area definition tool (SADT; Hilker et al. 2011) produced
some shifts at the edges of the survey area, and as the result an
area of ∼562 sq. deg (42 sq. deg larger) was observed. Thus,
the observed area is within −10.0◦ <∼ l <∼ +10.4◦ and within
−10.3◦ <∼ b <∼ +5.1◦ in the bulge, and 294.7◦ <∼ l <∼ 350.0◦ and
−2.25◦ <∼ b <∼ +2.25◦ in the disk. The VVV survey area and tile
numbering are shown in Fig. 2, while the list of all tile centres
in equatorial and Galactic coordinates is given in Table A.1. The
tile names start with “b” for bulge and “d” for disk tiles, followed
by the numbering shown in Fig. 2.

While the whole area was observed in the JHKs, 95% of
these tiles satisfy the stringent photometric and image quality
parameters and are classified as completed. In the ZY bands the
completion is somewhat lower, with 59% completed tiles. The
tiles completed in the first season (until October 26, 2010) can
be seen in Figs. 3–5 for ZY, JH, and Ks, respectively. Figure 5
also includes the tiles with at least one epoch observed during
the variability campaign in the Ks band.

In the first season of the variability campaign 22 tiles in the
disk area had five Ks epochs taken, while the majority had one
or more additional Ks epochs completed. The completion rates
individually for the bulge and disk areas are given in Table 2.
Table A.1 states for each tile whether the observations in a given
filter are completed, and how many additional Ks epochs were
obtained until October 26, 2010.

Figure 6 shows cumulative distributions of image quality and
airmass for the observed tiles in the 2010 season. The median
image quality in the J, H and Ks filters is better than 0.′′9 as
measured on combined tile images, while it is close to 1.′′0 for
the Z and Y filters.

2.3. Observing strategy

The first observations collected for the VVV survey were taken
during the VISTA science verification period in October 2009
when one field in the Galactic bulge at α = 18:02:58.872,
δ = −28:36:59.04 (J2000) was observed in the ZYJHKs filters
(called SV field). In addition to the nearly-simultaneous multi-
band images of the SV field, 11 Ks band exposures were taken to
test the variability observing strategy. To establish the necessary
number of exposures for proper sky subtraction, depending on
crowding and number of resolved objects in the field, three addi-
tional tiles were observed in the Ks band, two bordering directly
on the SV field and one at an offset position ≈1◦ south of the
science target. Based on these early observations, we adjusted
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Fig. 2. VVV survey area and tile numbering. The tile names start with “b” for bulge and “d” for disk tiles, followed by the numbering as shown in
the figure. The centre coordinates for all VVV tiles are listed in Table A.1.

Fig. 3. 5σ magnitude limits of the catalogues in the Z- (top panel) and Y-bands (bottom panel). The colour scale is shown in each case. The
completeness of the DR1 can be also checked on the maps, where the missing tiles appear in black. Exposure times in the bulge and disk fields
are different (see Table 3), as a result the disk fields have deeper photometry. Similar maps for J, H and Ks photometry, and for the variability
campaign are presented in Figs. 4 and 5.

Table 3. Observing strategy and exposure times for VVV OBs.

Area Filter DITa NDITb Median exp. time
(s) per pixel (s)

Bulge Z, Y 10 1 40
Bulge J 6 2 48
Bulge H, Ks 4 1 16
Bulge Ks (var) 4 1 16
Disk Z, Y 20 1 80
Disk J, H, Ks 10 2 80
Disk Ks (var) 4 1 16

Notes. (a) Detector integration time; (b) number of DITs.

the observing strategy, which differs slightly between the bulge
and disk fields (i.e., with respect to exposure time, number of co-
added exposures, and combination of tiles for sky subtraction).

Like all VISTA observations, the VVV survey is carried out
in service mode. The basic observational unit is the so-called
OB (observation block). The multi-filter, single-epoch OBs have

been split into JHKs and ZY OBs. The variability monitoring
OBs have only single filter: Ks. Observation blocks for two, three
or four tiles were executed back-to-back to ensure that a suffi-
cient number of offset images were taken for each filter to create
a high-quality background sky frame.

The survey area was defined with the help of the SADT,
which provides the tile centres as well as guide and active optics
stars that are necessary for the efficient execution of the survey
OBs. Apart from the edges of the survey area, the input to SADT
is also the tile pattern, which defines the large offsets that fill in
the inter-detector gaps, and the size of the smaller (jitter) offsets
that are executed at each of the six pawprint positions that to-
gether make a tile. All VVV OBs used the “Tile6n” pattern. In
addition, at each of the six pawprint positions two smaller off-
sets are executed using the “Jitter2u” pattern. This means that
in total there are 12 exposures per filter, but given the large off-
sets, each pixel is covered by at least four exposures, except for
the pixels along the y-edge of the tile (two jitter positions and at
least two pawprints). These, however, have overlaps with adja-
cent tiles. Therefore the complete survey area is covered by at
least four exposures in each filter. Each image is a co-addition
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Fig. 4. 5σ magnitude limits of the catalogues in the J- (top panel) and H-bands (bottom panel). The notation is similar to that presented in Fig. 3.

Fig. 5. 5σ magnitude limit of the catalogues in the Ks band (top panel) and for the variability campaign (also performed in the Ks band, bottom
panel). The colour scale is the same in both maps. Different strategies between the regular Ks observations and the variability campaign causes
that in disk fields the variability data show shallower photometry. The notation is similar to that presented in Fig. 3.

of NDIT (number of detector integration time) exposures lasting
DIT (detector integration time) seconds each. The total exposure
times for bulge and disk tiles are given in Table 3.

2.4. Data processing

The VVV observations were pipeline-processed within the
VISTA data flow system (VDFS) pipeline at the CASU (Lewis
et al. 2010). The processing was performed on a night-by-night
basis, and consisted of the following data reduction steps exe-
cuted in the order described.

The mean dark current exposure, taken with the same DIT
and NDIT values, is subtracted from each image.

A linearity correction is applied for individual detectors us-
ing information on the readout time, exposure time, and the reset

image time. A “reset” exposure of 1.0 s for every exposure is
subtracted from each exposure within the data acquisition sys-
tem, prior to writing the image to the disk.

The flat-field correction is made by dividing by a mean twi-
light flat-field image to remove small-scale quantum efficiency
variations and the large-scale vignetting profile of the camera,
as well as to normalize the gain of each detector to a common
median value.

The sky background correction removes the large-scale spa-
tial background emission. Tests made with the science verifi-
cation observations showed that 12 exposures (six pawprint ×
two jitters) taken for each VVV tile do not yield good sky sub-
traction because of severely crowded fields, leaving “holes” at
the positions of bright stars or very crowded regions with many
overlapping stellar PSFs. Therefore a sky background map is
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Fig. 6. Image quality and airmass cumulative distributions for the
VVV observations obtained in 2010 in the ZY JHKs filters are plotted
in the top and bottom panels, respectively. The median values of image
quality and airmass for each filter are given in the legends.

produced for VVV by combining all exposures for a given filter
taken within several concatenated OBs (tiles). Owing to variabil-
ity of the near-IR sky, the need to take at least 24 images with
the same filter within ∼30 min poses limits to the exposure times
for individual tiles and the number of different filters that can be
included in each OB.

A “destriping correction” is performed by subtracting the
low-level horizontal stripe pattern introduced by the readout
electronics of the VIRCAM detectors.

Jitter stacking is performed to align two slightly shifted im-
ages taken at a given pawprint position, combining them into a
single image for each pawprint. The shifts are computed using
the positions of many hundreds of stars detected in all images.

Object detection is performed for each stacked pawprint im-
age. Positions, fluxes measured in several apertures of different
sizes, and some shape measurements are written in the source

catalogue. A flag indicates the most probable morphological
classification, and in particular we note that “−1” is used to de-
note stellar objects, “−2” borderline stellar, “0” is noise, and
“+1’ is used for non-stellar objects. There are also objects with
flag “−7”, denoting sources containing bad pixels, and the flag
“−9” is used for saturated stars. These flags are derived mainly
based on curve-of-growth analysis of the flux (Irwin et al. 2004).
Figure 7 shows colour-magnitude diagrams (CMDs) for a mod-
erately crowded bulge field (b264), comparing the distribution
of the high-quality sources with all other flags. Relative num-
bers for each flag are also indicated in the figure. In addition
to a catalogue with extracted sources, a confidence map is also
computed (see Fig. 8).

The six stacked pawprint images are combined into a sin-
gle deep tile and the catalogue extraction step is repeated. Tile
images contiguously sample about 1.5 × 1.1 sq. deg on the sky.
Confidence maps are computed for each tile, relaying informa-
tion on the different exposure times for pixels across the tile
(Fig. 8). The exposure times depend on the size of the jitter off-
sets and the number of exposures that are combined into a tile.
The confidence maps clearly show the areas of detectors affected
by bad pixels, such as the large patch in detector 1 (lower left
corner in the right panel of Fig. 8), several rows in detector 4
(lower right corner) and the upper third of detector 16 (upper
right corner). After stacking several dithered exposures in the fi-
nal tile, most of these bad pixels are not noticeable (left panel
of Fig. 8), but the large bad area on detector 16 has larger errors
in the illumination correction map. The sensitivity of that upper
third of the detector is much worse at shorter wavelengths, and
some offsets with respect to 2MASS calibration for the whole
tile have been found in Z, Y and J bands. Offsets at longer wave-
lengths in the H and Ks bands are within the calibration errors.

The first-year data release of the tile images, catalogues, and
confidence maps described here is version 1.1. Detailed informa-
tion about this version of VISTA data products as well as a brief
description of all problems encountered during data processing
is available on the CASU web page6.

2.4.1. Generation of multi-band catalogues

Currently the version 1.1 single-band tile catalogues from CASU
are matched by the VVV team members using the STILTS pack-
age (Taylor 2006) and a KD-Tree based algorithm (Gurovich
et al., in prep.) that uses the Cross et al. (in prep.) implemented
source matching method for the VSA data. They are matched
using astrometrically corrected tiles and catalogues, allowing
a 1.′′0 offset between point sources to be considered a match.
Nevertheless, tests have shown that over 90% of the stellar
sources are matched within less than 0.′′5, as expected from the
astrometric accuracy of the catalogues (see Sect. 6).

After matching the single-band catalogues, most of the spu-
rious detections around bright stars are rejected. Unfortunately,
the ellipticity sometimes varies from image to image; which
then results in rejection of some sources which are only classi-
fied as “bona fide” stars in selected filters, but appear slightly
more elongated, and are therefore rejected as non-stellar in
other filters. A final multi-band catalogue contains ∼75–85%
of the sources found in the catalogue with the least number of
sources used for the matching, in general the Ks band, for low-
to intermediate-extinction regions. Close to the Galactic plane,
high extinction affects the source detection at short wavelengths

6 http://casu.ast.cam.ac.uk/surveys-projects/vista/
technical
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Fig. 7. Ks vs. (J − Ks) CMDs for a moderately
crowded bulge field (a section of tile b264),
showing the high-quality sources with −1, stel-
lar flag (left panel), compared to all other flags
found in the CASU catalogues (right panel).
The relative number of sources is given in the
top left corner.

Fig. 8. Left panel: the disk tile d053 in the Ks band with its correspond-
ing confidence map shown in the right panel. The brighter regions in the
confidence map have a longer total exposure time, owing to the combi-
nation of the six pawprints. This image also includes two jitters at each
pawprint position. Clearly visible in the lower left corner is a cluster
of bad pixels (Chip 1). The six different positions correspond to the
six pawprints, which are combined to fill the gaps between individual
detectors.

more severely, hence the source density is limited by the de-
tection rate in the Y and Z bands. The comparison between the
different tiles is hampered not only by the different median ex-
tinction values, but also by the strong extinction variation within
any given tile. As an example, we divided two tiles (b305 and
d003) into 0.25◦ × 0.25◦ sub-sections. Median extinction values
AV and their standard deviations are given in Table 4.

Multi-band catalogues corresponding to the DR1 data have
also been generated by the VISTA Science Archive (VSA).
While the single-band DR1 data were already delivered through
the ESO archive, the multi-band catalogues will be publicly
available in due time through the ESO archive and VSA web
page7. The VSA will also provide multi-epoch catalogues for
variable sources. Part of the data reduction and storage are
performed using the Geryon cluster at the Center for Astro-
Engineering at Universidad Católica (AIUC)8.

7 http://horus.roe.ac.uk/vsa/index.html
8 http://www.aiuc.puc.cl/

Table 4. Galactic extinction values (median) for tiles b305 and d003,
assuming AV = 3.1 × E(B − V) and based on the prescriptions by
(1) Schlegel et al. (1998); (2) Drimmel et al. (2003); (3) Amôres &
Lépine (2005); (4) Marshall et al. (2006); (5) Froebrich et al. (2005);
(6) Dobashi et al. (2005).

Tile Reference AV (median) σ(AV )
b305 (1) 4.04 1.54

(2) 4.81 1.81
(3) 3.11 0.67
(4) 3.95 1.22
(5) 4.21 1.17

d003 (1) 5.73 2.05
(2) 5.67 0.89
(3) 3.25 0.91
(4) 5.12 1.99
(5) 2.66 0.66
(6) 2.72 0.23

3. Photometry

Photometric calibration of stacked pawprint images and tile im-
ages was performed using numerous detected 2MASS stars. The
calibration procedure closely follows that of WFCAM (Hodgkin
et al. 2009). Internal photometric accuracy is of the order of
±2%, and for the J, H and Ks bands a similar accuracy as for
2MASS is achieved for most of the survey area. In particularly
high-extinction regions and for the Z and Y filters the photomet-
ric calibration errors are somewhat larger.

Figure 9 shows the photometric errors as a function of the
magnitude computed by the CASU pipeline for the five pass-
bands in a typical disk field (d003) and in an extreme case
of a crowded bulge field close to the Galactic Centre (b305).
Different extinction (E(B − V)d003 = 1.77, E(B − V)b305 =
1.37 mag; Schlegel et al. 1998) and crowding levels as well
as distinct observing strategies between disk and bulge areas
(see Sect. 2.3) contribute to the shallower curves seen for the
bulge data in all five passbands. The accuracy in the photome-
try can also be checked using the overlapping regions between
the tiles. Figure 10 shows in the top panels the Ks photome-
try for stellar sources (also computed by the VDFS pipeline at
CASU) in the overlapping area between tiles b305 and b291,
and between d003 and d041. The 5σ magnitude limits reached
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Fig. 9. Photometric error as a function of magnitude for each passband,
ZY JHKs, for a representative field in the disk (d003) and for a crowded
bulge field close to the Galactic Centre (b305). We note that different
exposure times between disk and bulge areas also contribute to the shal-
lower curve for the bulge data.

for each passband for both bulge and disk tiles as computed by
the pipeline are shown in Figs. 3–5.

3.1. Saturation

VIRCAM detectors saturate at different levels, mostly around
33 000−35 000 ADU. Detector #5 has the shallowest well depth
(saturation at ∼24 000 ADU), but detector #13 has the highest
non-linearity with of ∼10% at 10 000 ADU. This, combined with
the fairly bright near-IR sky, results in a restricted dynamic range
in the photometry.

Prior to reaching saturation, the VISTA detectors have a non-
linear regime. Although linearity correction is performed in the
pipeline data reduction based on observations of an illuminated
dome screen, for the stars close to the saturation limit there are
still quite significant deviations with respect to 2MASS because
of the residual non-linearity. This can be seen clearly in Fig. 2
of Gonzalez et al. (2011a) and also in the VMC survey paper by
Cioni et al. (2011).

The overlapping regions also help us to check the linearity
of the photometry at the saturation limit. In the top panels of
Fig. 10 we see that for both bulge and disk data, several of the
brightest stars slightly scatter from the linear distribution close to
the saturation level, even taking into account that these are “−1”
(stellar) sources in all VDFS single band catalogues from CASU.
Some saturated stars are also present in the CASU catalogues
(flagged as “−9”, see Fig. 7), but these are not present in Fig. 10.

3.2. Photometric completeness

Although the main goal of this paper is to describe the content
of the first data release for the VVV survey, we now demonstrate
briefly how strongly the completeness of the source catalogues

provided by CASU depends on the location of the selected area
within the survey.

To do this, we carried out artificial star experiments, com-
paring the detection rate for artificial stars (AS) added to the im-
ages using the CASU source detection package imcore (Irwin
et al. 2004). We selected two different tiles from the bulge
area, namely b204 and b314, which represent different levels of
crowding. From these tiles we cut a small 2000 × 2000 pixel2

area (11.′3 × 11.′3) for the completeness tests. The two fields
were centred on α2000 = 18:12:13.173, δ2000 = −38:07:49.220
for b204 (l, b = 354.72◦,−9.37◦), and α2000 = 17:29:28.920,
δ2000 = −36:00:09.800 for b314 (l, b = 352.21◦,−0.92◦), re-
spectively. The field b204 represents a less crowded section of
the survey area, whereas b314, close to the Galactic Centre, is
one of the most crowded fields. The Ks band source catalogues
for the complete tile and the respective sub-sections contain
482, 004/11, 584 (b204) and 1, 137, 615/23, 691 (b314) sources.
We point out that in a preliminary test we applied the source
detection package to the complete b204 tile and confirmed the
number of sources obtained by the CASU pipeline, which vali-
dates the source detection in the AS experiments.

In our completeness tests we added 5000 AS to the origi-
nal images for 16 individual magnitude intervals, each 0.2 mag
wide. The positions of these stars were chosen randomly, but the
same positions and Ks magnitudes were used for both fields. To
create the AS, we derived a single point spread function (PSF),
using isolated stars within the corresponding image. We leave
the completeness test, which was conducted with a variable PSF
for later. The AS images were constructed using the IRAF task
addstar9.

Using imcore, we created source catalogues for each of
the AS images, which we call “output” and compared them to
the original source list “input”. The ratio of recovered AS to the
original 5000 stars for a magnitude range between 12.0 ≤ Ks ≤
18.2 mag is shown in Fig. 11. In the first test (solid lines) we
considered an AS detection to be positive if a source was found
within 1 pixel of the inserted position. However, in addition to
the simple detection we also need to know with which accu-
racy the “input” magnitude is recovered. Based on the AS ex-
periments of the “ACS globular cluster survey” (Sarajedini et al.
2007; Anderson et al. 2008) we first allowed a 0.75 mag offset
between input and output magnitude, which we finally reduced
to 0.5 mag. This is based on the assumption that the stellar den-
sities in both our fields are significantly lower than that within
the central region of a globular cluster that is targeted by the
ACS globular cluster survey. The completeness curve for those
tests is shown in Fig. 11 by dashed lines.

Based on the different completeness pattern we find that the
source detection efficiency reaches 50% for stars with 17.8 <∼
Ks <∼ 18.1 mag in field b204, and 16.4 <∼ Ks <∼ 16.9 mag in
field b314, respectively, depending on the restrictions applied.
We also note that the completeness is somewhat lower for the
brightest stars (12.0 to 12.2 mag) in both fields. A possible ex-
planation may be that those stars are close to the saturation limit
and the photometric accuracy is therefore reduced.

4. Comparison with 2MASS photometry
The VVV observations are approximately four magnitudes
deeper than 2MASS. In addition, a very important factor is

9 IRAF is distributed by the National Optical Astronomy
Observatories, which are operated by the Association of Universities
for Research in Astronomy, Inc., under cooperative agreement with the
US National Science Foundation.
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Fig. 10. Top panels: photometry in the Ks-band
for the overlapping region between tiles b291
and b305 (left), and d003 and d041 (right).
Only stellar sources were used in these plots.
Bottom panels: astrometric accuracy for the
same overlapping regions. The mean values for
Δα × cos δ and Δδ are shown in the top left
corner. Counting histograms for the distribution
are also shown for both axes.
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Fig. 11. Ks-band completeness test for two 2000 × 2000 pixels2 (11.′3 ×
11.′3) fields from the bulge area of the VVV survey. The fields were se-
lected to represent a less crowded region (tile b204) as well as one of
the most crowded regions near the Galactic Centre (tile b314). Solid
points correspond to b204, whereas open diamonds represent b314. In
addition we applied selection criteria to define a confirmed source de-
tection in our AS experiments (see text for details). Solid lines show the
completeness fraction if a source was detected within a radius ≤1 pixel
of its original position. Reducing this radius to 0.5 pixel and requiring
the original Ks-band magnitude to be recovered within 0.5 mag results
in the completeness curves shown with dashed lines.

the excellent image quality (with seeing 0.′′9–1.′′0) in the entire
VVV survey area for the multi-band, single epoch observations.

Fig. 12. CMDs comparing VVV (black) and 2MASS data (red) for the
bulge area. The left-hand panel shows a field in the outer bulge (b235)
while the right-hand panel shows one of the most crowded bulge fields
(b305), close to the Galactic Centre.

This allows us to reach the red clump magnitude across the en-
tire bulge (Gonzalez et al. 2011a; Saito et al. 2011), and there-
fore to study the stellar populations and the structure of the inner
Galaxy to an unprecedented level of detail, such as the identifica-
tion of RR Lyrae and derivation of accurate distances. Figure 12
shows a CMD for 10′ × 10′ regions in the inner bulge (b305)
and the outer bulge (b235) of VVV stellar sources compared to
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Fig. 13. Top left panel: Ks vs. (J − Ks) CMD
for a less crowded bulge field (a section of tile
b204) comparing the 5σ magnitude limit of the
CASU aperture photometry with PSF photom-
etry (also with 5σ magnitude limit). The bot-
tom left panel shows histograms for all sources
(dashed line) and only the stellar objects (solid
line) found in tile b204, also in comparison
with the PSF photometry. The right-hand pan-
els show the same analysis for a highly crowded
field close to the Galactic Centre (tile b305).

2MASS CMDs of the same regions. Because the VVV photom-
etry is much deeper, it allows us not only to trace the red clump
even in the most extincted regions, but also to study the stel-
lar populations behind the bulge. A detailed study of the colour
transformations between VISTA and 2MASS photometric sys-
tems for VVV disk fields will be presented by Soto et al. (in
prep.).

5. VVV DR1 catalogues vs. PSF photometry

The photometric catalogues published in this, as well as any
following VVV data release, are based on aperture photometry
only, computed by the CASU pipeline on individual tiles (see
Sect. 2.4). However, for very crowded fields (e.g., the innermost
Galactic Centre or the central region of stellar clusters), more
complete and deeper photometry can be obtained with PSF pho-
tometry. In this section we present tests performed by VVV team
members using PSF photometry on the VVV images. The re-
sults show that the PSF fitting can reach up to 1.5 mag deeper
than aperture photometry, detecting up to twice more sources for
highly crowded fields, where aperture photometry is known to be
inefficient, particularly for faint sources. We emphasize that the
PSF data are not part of the VVV DR1.

The tests were performed using the apermag3 aperture
fluxes, which are used in the CASU catalogues as well as in the
VSA database as the default values to represent the flux for all
images. However, the CASU pipeline measures positions and

fluxes for different concentric apertures designed to adequately
sample the curve-of-growth of the majority of images. The aper-
mag1 has 1′′ diameter and each successive aperture increases by
a factor of

√
2 in diameter. For highly crowded fields the aper-

ture photometry using the apermag3 can simultaneously fit mul-
tiple overlapping sources, but it does not perform any subtrac-
tion in order to check for fainter sources hidden underneath. In
this case the apermag1 and apermag2 can be more suitable than
apermag3, even taking into account that narrow apertures have
more uncertain aperture corrections, especially in poor seeing
conditions.

Figure 13 shows in the top-left panel the Ks vs. (J−Ks) CMD
for a field with relatively low crowding and extinction (a sec-
tion of tile b204), comparing aperture photometry performed by
CASU with PSF photometry obtained with DoPHOT (Schechter
et al. 1993) for the same field, using 5σmagnitude limits in both
cases. All structures are correctly seen in both cases, and both
aperture and PSF photometries reach Ks ∼ 18.0 mag.

The bottom-left panel of Fig. 13 shows the magnitude dis-
tribution of all sources found in the CASU catalogue (dashed
line) as well as that of stellar sources only (solid line). Even tak-
ing into account that aperture photometry contains some brighter
stars that are not present in the PSF photometry, the total num-
ber of sources found by PSF photometry in the Ks-band image
of b204 is 589 187, in comparison to 482 004 (all sources) and
273 550 (stellar flag) sources present in the CASU catalogue.
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Fig. 14. Top left panel: Ks vs. (J − Ks) CMD
for a 10 × 10 arcmin2 region in tile b249 for
VVV stellar sources matched with 2MASS.
The CMD is centred in the region of the bulge
red clump (red) and the disk main sequence
(blue). Top right panel: histogram of the longi-
tudinal proper motion for both selected regions
in the CMD. The mean values for Δα × cos δ
and Δδ are shown in the top left corner. Bottom
left panel: same as top right panel for the latitu-
dinal proper motion distribution. Bottom right
panel: the μb vs. μl distribution in units of
mas yr−1.

For comparison, the same analysis is performed in the right
panel of Fig. 13 for the inner bulge field b305, where the effects
of crowding and extinction are significant. The PSF photometry
allows us not only to resolve the high-density areas, but it also
reaches ∼1.5 mag deeper, i.e., Ks ∼ 17.5 mag, while the aper-
ture photometry is limited to Ks ∼ 16.0 mag. The bottom-right
panel of Fig. 13 shows by how much the PSF photometry ex-
ceeds the aperture photometry for faint sources. The total num-
ber of sources found by PSF photometry for field b305 in the
Ks-band is 4 601 529 in comparison to 1 201 557, (all flags) and
818 706 (stellar only) sources present in the CASU catalogue.

Tests performed by VVV team members show that the
PSF photometry can be even deeper using a DAOPHOT-
ALLFRAME suite of routines (Stetson 1994) customized for the
VVV data (Mauro et al., in prep.).

6. Astrometry
The native VISTA WCS distortion model for pawprints is based
on zenith-pole-north (ZPN) projection and is available in image
headers. The distortions are radial and are well described by

r′ = k1 × r + k3 × r3 + k5 × r5, (1)

with k1 = 0.3413 arcsec/pix being the plate scale at the centre,
and k3/k1 = 44, k5/k1 = 10 300 are distortion coefficients in
angular units of radians. Higher order terms are negligible.

The median WCS rms is ∼70 mas and is dominated by the
2MASS astrometric errors. We note that in the coadded paw-
prints as well as in the complete tiles the pixels were resampled
to a common spatial scale and the astrometric distortions were
removed according to Eq. (1). The resampling was also required
in the pawprints because the jitter offsets are sufficiently large
(i.e., 15.′′0) to affect the coadding (see also Table 3) owing to
the size of the distortions. Another way to evaluate the internal
astrometric accuracy is to use overlaps between different tiles.
Hundreds of stars are detected independently in two adjacent
tiles. Figure 10 shows in the top panels the photometry in Ks
for overlapping regions between tiles in the inner bulge (b291
and b305) and disk (d003 and d041) areas. Different observing

strategies, in particular exposure times (see Table 3), for the disk
and bulge areas, as well as the high background brightness ow-
ing to unresolved stars in the inner bulge, make the bulge pho-
tometry shallower than that in the disk region. The astrometric
accuracy is shown in the bottom panels of Fig. 10 in terms of
the distribution Δδ vs. Δα × cos δ. Typical values for the as-
trometric accuracy are ∼25 mas for a Ks = 15.0 mag source
and ∼175 mas for Ks = 18.0 mag. Despite the shorter time base-
line of the VVV survey, the typical proper motion measurements
should reach the accuracy between ∼7 mas yr−1 (Ks = 15.0 mag)
to ∼15 mas yr−1 (Ks = 18.0 mag) after the five years of the
VVV campaign.

A test for these measurements can already be achieved us-
ing 2MASS and VVV datasets, which provide a time baseline of
11 years. Cross-matching of sources between VVV and 2MASS
was performed for a 10 × 10 arcmin2 field in tile b249. The as-
trometric differences between stellar sources in these two cata-
logues can be used to derive proper motions of stars in terms
of μl and μb. Clarkson et al. (2008), based on two epochs of
HST imaging, showed that foreground disk stars observed in the
colour-magnitude diagrams towards the bulge can be separated
based on Gaussian fits to the distribution of their proper mo-
tions with mean differences of (Δμl,Δμb) = (3.22 ± 0.15, 0.81±
0.13) mas yr−1.

Figure 14 shows the selection of stars in the CMD for
matched stars between VVV and 2MASS that belong to disk
and bulge populations together with the distribution of μl and
μb for each selection. Although the distributions are wider than
those presented in the HST analysis of Clarkson et al. (2008),
the mean differences between proper motions of disk and bulge
are still evident based on these data showing differences of
(Δμl,Δμb) = (3.39 ± 0.25, 1.25± 0.24) mas yr−1, in good agree-
ment with those of Clarkson et al. (2008).

7. VVV Source maps

Figures 15 and 16 show all objects with stellar flag detected
in each tile in the DR1 data. Only stars matched in the J, H
and Ks filters have been plotted. The total number of sources
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Fig. 15. Density map in logarithmic scale
showing the VVV bulge area. The map was
made using all stellar point sources detected
in the J, H, and Ks 1.1 CASU catalogues.
Crowded areas appear in yellow, while less
populated regions and high-extinction areas are
shown in blue. The overlapping regions be-
tween the tiles are highlighted because the
point sources are detected twice, which gen-
erates the grid pattern that also indicates the
size of overlap regions. The density, in units of
105 sources deg−2, is indicated in the horizontal
bar at the top.

Fig. 16. Density map in logarithmic scale showing the VVV disk area. The notation is similar to that presented in Fig. 15.

found in the bulge region is 7.06 × 107, while the disk has
9.29 × 107 sources. The stellar density (corrected for the total
field size) is higher in the disk because of the deeper photometry
in all five filters compared to the bulge observations (see Table 3,
and Figs. 3–5).

Note that these density maps already provide a wealth of in-
formation on the extinction and the structure of the inner Galaxy,
which will be investigated in detail in subsequent papers (e.g.,
Gonzalez et al. 2011a,b; Saito et al., in prep.).

The regular grid pattern seen in both the bulge and disk areas
is due to the overlap of adjacent tiles. The individual catalogues
used in Figs. 15 and 16 contain ∼10% of the total number of
sources twice, contributed by two independent tiles, and leading
to the much higher source density shown in the two figures. The
detection of a significant percentage of sources in two indepen-
dent tiles not only helps to test and/or confirm the photometric
and astrometric calibration, but also to carry out quality con-
trol. These density maps are also used to identify problematic
tiles, i.e., incomplete data readouts, missing tiles, and observa-
tions made under strongly varying seeing conditions (e.g., tiles
b216 and b343).

Moreover, those overlap regions will also be beneficial for
one of the main scientific goals of the VVV survey. Because the
different tiles are observed independently (with the exception of
concatenated tiles), the variable stars included on those tiles will

obtain twice as many Ks epochs, and hence much better sampled
light curves (see also Catelan et al. 2011).

8. Difference image testing

Whilst DR1 does not include photometry based on difference
image analysis (DIA), we have tested the suitability of the data
for DIA analysis based on a modified double-pass version of the
ISIS package Alard & Lupton (1998) originally developed for
the Angstrom M31 microlensing survey (Kerins et al. 2010).

Currently, the VVV science verification (SV) field comprises
the largest number of epochs and therefore most DIA testing
has been performed on this dataset. One problem with difference
imaging of VVV data is that often the seeing is so good that the
point spread function (PSF) is poorly sampled by the pixel size
of around 0.′′34. For good DIA kernel convolution we usually
require more than 2.5 pixels/FWHM. To minimize undersam-
pling, instead of convolving a good seeing reference image to a
poorer seeing target, we selected a poor seeing reference frame
and convolved the target image to it. The DIA image is therefore
constructed by minimizing

D2
i, j = min

∑

i, j

[Ri, j − (T ⊗ K)i, j + Bi, j]2, (2)
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Fig. 17. a) Ks band pawprint from one VVV SV bulge field epoch show-
ing views of the full pawprint (left); a zoom into array 1 (middle); and
another zoom centred on a circled variable object (right). b) The bottom
row shows the respective difference image views. Blackened objects are
DIA residuals around saturated stars, which comprise a non-negligible
fraction of the image area for bulge fields.

where the sum is over the pixel coordinates (i, j), R and T are the
reference and target images, B describes the differential back-
ground between R and T , K is the convolution kernel and D is
the resulting difference image (see Alard & Lupton 1998, for
details of how K is constructed). Before difference imaging we
added the sky images back onto the sky-subtracted image stacks.

Figure 17 shows a KS band pawprint from one epoch of the
VVV SV bulge field. The lower row shows the resulting differ-
ence images. Whilst the difference image quality is reasonably
clean, there are many black residuals occurring around the many
saturated stars in the field. However, variable objects are as easy
to pick out as in the circled example in the zoomed DIA panel in
Fig. 17.

The background noise level of the DIA images is consis-
tent across all arrays and performs well with respect to imcore
sky noise estimates (Irwin et al. 2004). In Fig. 18 we plot the
pixel histograms of DIA flux for the same SV pawprint shown
in Fig. 17 for each of the 16 arrays. The fluxes are normalised
to a level that is just 40% of the sky noise estimate reported by
imcore. In all cases the histograms show that difference imaging
noise is significantly below that predicted by imcore, as shown
by the close resemblance of the normalised DIA flux distribu-
tions to a unit Gaussian curve.

The photometric performance of VVV DIA will be cali-
brated in greater detail in a future paper.

9. Summary
We have presented the VVV Data Release 1, describing the de-
sign, observations, data processing, data quality, and limitations.
The data are of very high quality, and represent a vast improve-
ment over existing near-IR photometry. Therefore they are use-
ful for a wide variety of studies such as open/embedded clus-
ters (Borissova et al. 2011; Baume et al. 2011), globular clus-
ters (Minniti et al. 2011a; Moni Bidin et al. 2011), distance
scale (Majaess et al. 2011), YSO censuses (Faimali et al., in
prep.), brown dwarfs (Folkes et al., in prep.), proper motions
(Minniti et al., in prep.), disk stellar populations and variable
stars (Pietrukowicz et al. 2012), Galactic structure of the disk

Fig. 18. Noise histograms for the Ks band DIA images shown in row
b) of Fig. 17. The x-axis is difference-flux normalised to 40% of the
sky noise level reported by imcore. The smooth function is a unit
Gaussian, which indicates that for this image the DIA noise is reason-
ably Gaussian for all arrays and is characterised by a noise level that is
well below the imcore sky noise estimate.

mapping the edge of the stellar disk (Minniti et al. 2011b),
and the inner structure of the bulge (Gonzalez et al. 2011b),
bulge stellar populations including metallicity, extinction and
dust maps (Gonzalez et al. 2011a; Catelan et al., in prep.)10 high-
energy sources (Greiss et al. 2011a,b; Masetti et al., in prep.),
background galaxies (Amôres et al., in prep.), colour transforma-
tions between VISTA and 2MASS systems (Soto et al., in prep.),
as well as enabling and complementing other Galactic struc-
ture and stellar population studies, variable star studies in clus-
ters and in the field (pulsating variables, eclipsing binaries, and
planetary transits), gravitational microlensing studies, Galactic
Centre studies, ultra-high-velocity star searches, PNe searches,
SN light echo searches, QSO searches, searches for faint solar
system objects (e.g., NEOs, MBAs, LJ5s, TNOs), etc.
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10 The Bulge Extinction and Metallicity calculator based on VVV maps
is available at:
http://www.eso.org/~ogonzale/BEAMEC/calculator.php
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Appendix A: VVV tile coordinates

Here we list the tile centre coordinates for all VVV pointings.
There are 196 bulge tiles, with names starting with “b”, and
152 tiles in the disk area, whose names start with “d”. For each
tile we provide tile centre coordinates in Equatorial and Galactic
coordinates. All tiles have been observed using an identical off-
setting strategy, combining six pawprints to contiguously fill
1.5 × 1.1 sq. deg area. The second-last column lists the filters
for which the tile has been completed (i.e., observed within con-
straints), and the last column lists the number of epochs taken in
the Ks band within the first observing season (DR1).
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Table A.1. VVV tile centres.

Tile RA (J2000.0) Dec (J2000.0) Longitude Latitude Filters Ks epochs
name dd:mm:ss.sss dd:mm:ss.ss degrees degrees completed completed
d001 11:43:24.936 −63:31:38.64 295.43770 −1.64975 ZY JHKs 5
d002 11:56:12.576 −63:52:21.00 296.89672 −1.64979 ZY JHKs 5
d003 12:09:17.184 −64:08:46.68 298.35572 −1.64971 ZY JHKs 5
d004 12:22:35.184 −64:20:48.12 299.81470 −1.64971 ZY JHKs 5
d005 12:36:02.640 −64:28:18.84 301.27373 −1.64973 ZY JHKs 5
d006 12:49:35.184 −64:31:14.88 302.73271 −1.64977 ZY JHKs 5
d007 13:03:08.352 −64:29:34.44 304.19170 −1.64978 ZY JHKs 5
d008 13:16:37.632 −64:23:18.24 305.65072 −1.64970 ZY JHKs 5
d009 13:29:58.632 −64:12:30.24 307.10972 −1.64971 JHKs 5
d010 13:43:07.272 −63:57:15.84 308.56873 −1.64973 ZY JHKs 5
d011 13:55:59.856 −63:37:42.60 310.02772 −1.64971 ZY JHKs 5
d012 14:08:33.240 −63:14:00.24 311.48673 −1.64970 ZY JHKs 5
d013 14:20:44.808 −62:46:19.92 312.94573 −1.64979 ZY JHKs 5
d014 14:32:32.496 −62:14:52.80 314.40472 −1.64974 ZY JHKs 5
d015 14:43:42.144 −61:40:33.96 315.83598 −1.64972 ZY JHKs 4
d016 14:54:38.784 −61:02:16.44 317.29497 −1.64975 ZY JHKs 4
d017 15:05:08.712 −60:20:51.00 318.75395 −1.64975 ZY JHKs 4
d018 15:15:11.880 −59:36:30.60 320.21293 −1.64975 ZY JHKs 4
d019 15:24:48.600 −58:49:27.84 321.67194 −1.64978 ZY JHKs 4
d020 15:33:59.400 −57:59:54.60 323.13095 −1.64976 ZY JHKs 4
d021 15:42:45.072 −57:08:02.40 324.58996 −1.64971 ZY JHKs 4
d022 15:51:06.576 −56:14:02.40 326.04898 −1.64975 ZY JHKs 4
d023 15:59:04.920 −55:18:04.32 327.50799 −1.64974 ZY JHKs 5
d024 16:06:41.208 −54:20:17.88 328.96694 −1.64974 ZY JHKs 5
d025 16:13:56.640 −53:20:51.36 330.42599 −1.64974 ZY JHKs 5
d026 16:20:52.320 −52:19:53.40 331.88495 −1.64978 ZY JHKs 5
d027 16:27:29.400 −51:17:30.84 333.34393 −1.64976 JHKs 2
d028 16:33:49.032 −50:13:50.52 334.80299 −1.64976 JHKs 2
d029 16:39:52.248 −49:08:58.92 336.26199 −1.64971 JHKs 2
d030 16:45:40.128 −48:03:01.80 337.72099 −1.64973 ZY JHKs 2
d031 16:51:13.632 −46:56:04.20 339.17999 −1.64971 ZY JHKs 2
d032 16:56:33.720 −45:48:11.16 340.63896 −1.64975 ZY JHKs 2
d033 17:01:41.256 −44:39:26.64 342.09795 −1.64972 ZY JHKs 1
d034 17:06:37.104 −43:29:54.96 343.55695 −1.64975 ZY JHKs 1
d035 17:11:22.032 −42:19:39.72 345.01595 −1.64979 ZY JHKs 1
d036 17:15:56.760 −41:08:44.16 346.47495 −1.64979 JHKs 1
d037 17:20:21.984 −39:57:11.16 347.93400 −1.64973 JHKs 1
d038 17:24:38.352 −38:45:04.32 349.39294 −1.64975 JHKs 1
d039 11:45:52.488 −62:28:17.40 295.43747 −0.55759 ZY JHKs 5
d040 11:58:14.160 −62:48:15.12 296.89617 −0.55758 ZY JHKs 5
d041 12:10:50.928 −63:04:04.80 298.35479 −0.55753 ZY JHKs 5
d042 12:23:39.672 −63:15:39.60 299.81350 −0.55756 ZY JHKs 5
d043 12:36:36.744 −63:22:53.40 301.27213 −0.55754 ZY JHKs 5
d044 12:49:38.376 −63:25:42.96 302.73081 −0.55755 ZY JHKs 5
d045 13:02:40.560 −63:24:06.84 304.18948 −0.55760 ZY JHKs 5
d046 13:15:39.288 −63:18:05.40 305.64814 −0.55754 ZY JHKs 5
d047 13:28:30.696 −63:07:42.24 307.10682 −0.55756 JHKs 5
d048 13:41:11.112 −62:53:02.04 308.56549 −0.55756 JHKs 5
d049 13:53:37.224 −62:34:12.00 310.02413 −0.55760 ZY JHKs 5
d050 14:05:46.176 −62:11:20.04 311.48283 −0.55756 ZY JHKs 5
d051 14:17:35.520 −61:44:36.60 312.94152 −0.55757 ZY JHKs 5
d052 14:29:03.312 −61:14:12.48 314.40014 −0.55761 ZY JHKs 5
d053 14:40:08.135 −60:40:18.48 315.85883 −0.55752 ZY JHKs 4
d054 14:50:49.032 −60:03:07.56 317.31750 −0.55758 ZY JHKs 4
d055 15:01:05.424 −59:22:51.24 318.77616 −0.55761 ZY JHKs 4
d056 15:10:57.120 −58:39:41.40 320.23482 −0.55759 ZY JHKs 3
d057 15:20:24.264 −57:53:49.92 321.69349 −0.55755 ZY JHKs 4
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Table A.1. continued.

Tile RA (J2000.0) Dec (J2000.0) Longitude Latitude Filters Ks epochs
name dd:mm:ss.sss dd:mm:ss.ss degrees degrees completed completed
d058 15:29:27.264 −57:05:28.32 323.15217 −0.55754 ZY JHKs 4
d059 15:38:06.720 −56:14:47.40 324.61087 −0.55755 ZY JHKs 4
d060 15:46:23.352 −55:21:57.60 326.06950 −0.55754 ZY JHKs 4
d061 15:54:18.096 −54:27:08.64 327.52817 −0.55761 ZY JHKs 5
d062 16:01:51.840 −53:30:29.16 328.98684 −0.55756 ZY JHKs 5
d063 16:09:05.616 −52:32:08.16 330.44549 −0.55755 ZY JHKs 5
d064 16:16:00.456 −51:32:13.20 331.90419 −0.55754 ZY JHKs 5
d065 16:22:37.368 −50:30:51.84 333.36286 −0.55756 JHKs 2
d066 16:28:57.360 −49:28:10.56 334.82153 −0.55755 JHKs 2
d067 16:35:01.416 −48:24:15.84 336.28015 −0.55756 JHKs 2
d068 16:40:50.520 −47:19:13.08 337.73882 −0.55761 ZY JHKs 2
d069 16:46:25.560 −46:13:07.32 339.19753 −0.55758 ZY JHKs 2
d070 16:51:47.400 −45:06:03.96 340.65613 −0.55757 ZY JHKs 2
d071 16:56:56.928 −43:58:06.96 342.11483 −0.55761 ZY JHKs 1
d072 17:01:54.864 −42:49:20.28 343.57351 −0.55754 ZY JHKs 1
d073 17:06:42.000 −41:39:48.24 345.03215 −0.55756 ZY JHKs 1
d074 17:11:19.032 −40:29:33.72 346.49083 −0.55759 JHKs 1
d075 17:15:46.608 −39:18:39.96 347.94953 −0.55759 JHKs 1
d076 17:20:05.328 −38:07:09.84 349.40822 −0.55752 JHKs 1
d077 11:48:10.080 −61:24:47.16 295.43749 0.53461 ZY JHKs 5
d078 12:00:07.584 −61:44:03.84 296.89636 0.53458 ZY JHKs 5
d079 12:12:18.648 −61:59:20.40 298.35521 0.53456 ZY JHKs 5
d080 12:24:40.392 −62:10:30.00 299.81408 0.53461 ZY JHKs 5
d081 12:37:09.600 −62:17:27.96 301.27295 0.53465 ZY JHKs 5
d082 12:49:42.840 −62:20:11.40 302.73182 0.53458 ZY JHKs 5
d083 13:02:16.560 −62:18:38.16 304.19066 0.53466 ZY JHKs 5
d084 13:14:47.232 −62:12:50.04 305.64955 0.53458 ZY JHKs 5
d085 13:27:11.328 −62:02:48.84 307.10837 0.53460 ZY JHKs 4
d086 13:39:25.632 −61:48:39.24 308.56725 0.53465 ZY JHKs 4
d087 13:51:27.144 −61:30:28.08 310.02613 0.53456 ZY JHKs 5
d088 14:03:13.176 −61:08:22.20 311.48497 0.53458 ZY JHKs 5
d089 14:14:41.544 −60:42:30.60 312.94386 0.53465 ZY JHKs 4
d090 14:25:50.400 −60:13:03.72 314.40272 0.53463 ZY JHKs 4
d091 14:36:38.352 −59:40:11.64 315.86159 0.53462 ZY JHKs 4
d092 14:47:04.392 −59:04:05.52 317.32043 0.53461 ZY JHKs 4
d093 14:57:07.920 −58:24:56.16 318.77932 0.53465 ZY JHKs 3
d094 15:06:48.648 −57:42:55.44 320.23818 0.53459 ZY JHKs 3
d095 15:16:06.552 −56:58:13.80 321.69700 0.53459 ZY JHKs 5
d096 15:25:01.920 −56:11:02.04 323.15588 0.53461 ZY JHKs 5
d097 15:33:35.208 −55:21:30.60 324.61479 0.53459 ZY JHKs 4
d098 15:41:46.968 −54:29:49.20 326.07365 0.53465 ZY JHKs 4
d099 15:49:37.968 −53:36:07.56 327.53250 0.53463 ZY JHKs 4
d100 15:57:09.024 −52:40:34.32 328.99135 0.53458 ZY JHKs 4
d101 16:04:20.976 −51:43:17.40 330.45023 0.53459 ZY JHKs 5
d102 16:11:14.736 −50:44:24.72 331.90911 0.53460 ZY JHKs 5
d103 16:17:51.216 −49:44:03.48 333.36798 0.53460 ZY JHKs 3
d104 16:24:11.328 −48:42:20.16 334.82687 0.53461 ZY JHKs 3
d105 16:30:15.960 −47:39:21.24 336.28568 0.53460 ZY JHKs 3
d106 16:36:06.000 −46:35:12.12 337.74450 0.53460 ZY JHKs 3
d107 16:41:42.312 −45:29:57.84 339.20338 0.53460 JHKs 1
d108 16:47:05.712 −44:23:43.44 340.66229 0.53457 JHKs 1
d109 16:52:16.944 −43:16:33.24 342.12118 0.53461 JHKs 1
d110 16:57:16.776 −42:08:31.56 343.58005 0.53462 ZY JHKs 1
d111 17:02:05.904 −40:59:42.36 345.03883 0.53459 ZY JHKs 1
d112 17:06:45.024 −39:50:08.52 346.49771 0.53457 ZY JHKs 1
d113 17:11:14.736 −38:39:53.28 347.95664 0.53461 ZY JHKs 2
d114 17:15:35.640 −37:29:00.24 349.41546 0.53460 ZY JHKs 2
d115 11:50:18.720 −60:21:09.00 295.43768 1.62680 ZY JHKs 5
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Table A.1. continued.

Tile RA (J2000.0) Dec (J2000.0) Longitude Latitude Filters Ks epochs
name dd:mm:ss.sss dd:mm:ss.ss degrees degrees completed completed
d116 12:01:53.760 −60:39:47.52 296.89732 1.62677 ZY JHKs 5
d117 12:13:40.992 −60:54:32.75 298.35689 1.62684 ZY JHKs 5
d118 12:25:37.800 −61:05:19.68 299.81648 1.62674 ZY JHKs 5
d119 12:37:41.304 −61:12:02.52 301.27608 1.62684 ZY JHKs 5
d120 12:49:48.408 −61:14:39.48 302.73567 1.62683 ZY JHKs 5
d121 13:01:55.944 −61:13:09.12 304.19526 1.62680 ZY JHKs 5
d122 13:14:00.720 −61:07:32.15 305.65484 1.62675 ZY JHKs 5
d123 13:25:59.640 −60:57:50.40 307.11447 1.62681 ZY JHKs 4
d124 13:37:49.704 −60:44:08.88 308.57402 1.62675 ZY JHKs 4
d125 13:49:28.248 −60:26:32.28 310.03361 1.62680 ZY JHKs 5
d126 14:00:52.872 −60:05:08.16 311.49324 1.62678 ZY JHKs 5
d127 14:12:01.440 −59:40:04.44 312.95280 1.62677 ZY JHKs 4
d128 14:22:52.272 −59:11:29.76 314.41240 1.62684 ZY JHKs 4
d129 14:33:24.024 −58:39:34.56 315.87197 1.62678 ZY JHKs 4
d130 14:43:35.688 −58:04:28.20 317.33156 1.62679 ZY JHKs 4
d131 14:53:26.616 −57:26:21.48 318.79117 1.62676 ZY JHKs 3
d132 15:02:56.424 −56:45:24.48 320.25077 1.62679 ZY JHKs 3
d133 15:12:05.040 −56:01:48.00 321.71037 1.62674 ZY JHKs 5
d134 15:20:52.560 −55:15:41.76 323.16993 1.62676 ZY JHKs 5
d135 15:29:19.344 −54:27:15.48 324.62955 1.62682 ZY JHKs 4
d136 15:37:25.872 −53:36:39.24 326.08912 1.62676 ZY JHKs 4
d137 15:45:12.720 −52:44:01.32 327.54872 1.62676 ZY JHKs 4
d138 15:52:40.584 −51:49:30.36 329.00835 1.62678 ZY JHKs 4
d139 15:59:50.184 −50:53:14.64 330.46790 1.62680 ZY JHKs 5
d140 16:06:42.360 −49:55:21.36 331.92752 1.62681 ZY JHKs 5
d141 16:13:17.904 −48:55:57.72 333.38714 1.62678 ZY JHKs 3
d142 16:19:37.608 −47:55:10.20 334.84670 1.62678 ZY JHKs 3
d143 16:25:42.312 −46:53:04.92 336.30624 1.62678 ZY JHKs 3
d144 16:31:32.832 −45:49:46.92 337.76590 1.62684 ZY JHKs 3
d145 16:37:09.936 −44:45:22.32 339.22547 1.62682 ZY JHKs 1
d146 16:42:34.392 −43:39:55.44 340.68506 1.62681 JHKs 1
d147 16:47:46.920 −42:33:30.96 342.14462 1.62677 JHKs 1
d148 16:52:48.216 −41:26:12.48 343.60424 1.62683 JHKs 1
d149 16:57:38.976 −40:18:04.32 345.06387 1.62680 ZY JHKs 1
d150 17:02:19.800 −39:09:10.08 346.52343 1.62677 ZY JHKs 1
d151 17:06:51.312 −37:59:32.64 347.98303 1.62675 ZY JHKs 2
d152 17:11:14.064 −36:49:15.24 349.44260 1.62674 ZY JHKs 2
b201 18:04:24.384 −41:44:53.52 350.74816 −9.68974 ZY JHKs 1
b202 18:08:00.144 −40:27:29.88 352.22619 −9.68971 ZY JHKs 1
b203 18:11:29.496 −39:09:52.92 353.70409 −9.68973 ZY JHKs 1
b204 18:14:52.992 −37:52:03.36 355.18207 −9.68974 ZY JHKs 1
b205 18:18:11.136 −36:34:02.64 356.66012 −9.68976 ZY JHKs 1
b206 18:21:24.360 −35:15:52.20 358.13813 −9.68975 ZY JHKs 1
b207 18:24:33.096 −33:57:33.48 359.61607 −9.68977 ZY JHKs 2
b208 18:27:37.728 −32:39:07.20 1.09399 −9.68974 ZY JHKs 2
b209 18:30:38.640 −31:20:34.08 2.57200 −9.68971 ZY JHKs 2
b210 18:33:36.168 −30:01:55.56 4.04998 −9.68973 ZY JHKs 2
b211 18:36:30.624 −28:43:12.36 5.52796 −9.68978 ZY JHKs 2
b212 18:39:22.272 −27:24:25.20 7.00593 −9.68975 ZY JHKs 3
b213 18:42:11.424 −26:05:34.80 8.48396 −9.68974 ZY JHKs 2
b214 18:44:58.320 −24:46:42.24 9.96193 −9.68974 ZY JHKs 3
b215 17:59:15.960 −41:13:55.92 350.74595 −8.59756 ZY JHKs 1
b216 18:02:55.992 −39:57:07.92 352.21956 −8.59753 ZY JHKs 1
b217 18:06:29.472 −38:40:04.08 353.69327 −8.59756 ZY JHKs 1
b218 18:09:56.880 −37:22:46.56 355.16684 −8.59757 ZY JHKs 1
b219 18:13:18.768 −36:05:16.07 356.64051 −8.59760 ZY JHKs 1
b220 18:16:35.568 −34:47:34.08 358.11423 −8.59759 ZY JHKs 1
b221 18:19:47.688 −33:29:42.36 359.58781 −8.59757 ZY JHKs 2
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Table A.1. continued.

Tile RA (J2000.0) Dec (J2000.0) Longitude Latitude Filters Ks epochs
name dd:mm:ss.sss dd:mm:ss.ss degrees degrees completed completed
b222 18:22:55.560 −32:11:41.28 1.06151 −8.59755 ZY JHKs 2
b223 18:25:59.544 −30:53:32.28 2.53522 −8.59757 ZY JHKs 2
b224 18:28:59.952 −29:35:16.80 4.00880 −8.59759 ZY JHKs 2
b225 18:31:57.120 −28:16:54.84 5.48250 −8.59755 ZY JHKs 2
b226 18:34:51.360 −26:58:27.84 6.95620 −8.59757 ZY JHKs 3
b227 18:37:42.912 −25:39:56.88 8.42977 −8.59756 ZY JHKs 2
b228 18:40:32.088 −24:21:21.96 9.90350 −8.59757 ZY JHKs 3
b229 17:54:12.456 −40:42:07.56 350.74383 −7.50542 Y JHKs 1
b230 17:57:56.496 −39:25:54.48 352.21380 −7.50537 JHKs –
b231 18:01:33.792 −38:09:24.48 353.68363 −7.50537 JHKs 1
b232 18:05:04.920 −36:52:38.28 355.15359 −7.50541 JHKs 1
b233 18:08:30.312 −35:35:38.04 356.62342 −7.50539 JHKs 1
b234 18:11:50.472 −34:18:24.48 358.09337 −7.50535 JHKs 1
b235 18:15:05.832 −33:00:59.76 359.56322 −7.50542 JHKs 2
b236 18:18:16.752 −31:43:24.24 1.03312 −7.50538 ZY JHKs 2
b237 18:21:23.640 −30:25:39.36 2.50307 −7.50541 ZY JHKs 2
b238 18:24:26.808 −29:07:46.20 3.97300 −7.50540 JHKs 2
b239 18:27:26.568 −27:49:45.84 5.44287 −7.50536 JHKs 2
b240 18:30:23.256 −26:31:39.36 6.91271 −7.50540 JHKs 2
b241 18:33:17.136 −25:13:27.12 8.38261 −7.50541 JHKs 3
b242 18:36:08.472 −23:55:10.20 9.85251 −7.50542 JHKs 2
b243 17:49:13.848 −40:09:29.16 350.74206 −6.41324 Y JHKs 1
b244 17:53:01.608 −38:53:51.72 352.20875 −6.41323 JHKs –
b245 17:56:42.504 −37:37:54.84 353.67546 −6.41323 JHKs 1
b246 18:00:17.064 −36:21:40.32 355.14219 −6.41321 JHKs 1
b247 18:03:45.792 −35:05:09.96 356.60888 −6.41323 JHKs 1
b248 18:07:09.120 −33:48:25.20 358.07550 −6.41322 JHKs 1
b249 18:10:27.504 −32:31:27.12 359.54218 −6.41323 JHKs 2
b250 18:13:41.328 −31:14:17.16 1.00886 −6.41325 ZY JHKs 2
b251 18:16:50.952 −29:56:56.04 2.47562 −6.41319 JHKs 2
b252 18:19:56.736 −28:39:25.92 3.94224 −6.41326 JHKs 2
b253 18:22:58.968 −27:21:46.80 5.40892 −6.41319 JHKs 2
b254 18:25:58.008 −26:04:00.12 6.87563 −6.41325 JHKs 2
b255 18:28:54.072 −24:46:06.60 8.34231 −6.41319 JHKs 3
b256 18:31:47.496 −23:28:07.32 9.80903 −6.41325 JHKs 2
b257 17:44:20.112 −39:36:02.16 350.74076 −5.32104 JHKs 1
b258 17:48:11.328 −38:20:59.64 352.20485 −5.32102 JHKs 1
b259 17:51:55.560 −37:05:36.24 353.66885 −5.32101 JHKs –
b260 17:55:33.360 −35:49:53.40 355.13291 −5.32104 JHKs –
b261 17:59:05.184 −34:33:52.92 356.59692 −5.32103 JHKs –
b262 18:02:31.512 −33:17:36.24 358.06096 −5.32105 JHKs –
b263 18:05:52.752 −32:01:04.80 359.52500 −5.32104 JHKs –
b264 18:09:09.288 −30:44:20.04 0.98899 −5.32099 JHKs –
b265 18:12:21.528 −29:27:23.40 2.45295 −5.32106 JHKs –
b266 18:15:29.784 −28:10:15.24 3.91703 −5.32105 JHKs –
b267 18:18:34.368 −26:52:57.36 5.38103 −5.32101 JHKs –
b268 18:21:35.616 −25:35:30.48 6.84507 −5.32101 JHKs –
b269 18:24:33.792 −24:17:55.68 8.30909 −5.32100 JHKs 1
b270 18:27:29.184 −23:00:14.04 9.77309 −5.32107 ZY JHKs 1
b271 17:39:31.128 −39:01:49.44 350.73953 −4.22883 JHKs 1
b272 17:43:25.536 −37:47:22.20 352.20141 −4.22884 JHKs 1
b273 17:47:12.888 −36:32:31.92 353.66332 −4.22886 JHKs 1
b274 17:50:53.688 −35:17:20.76 355.12516 −4.22890 JHKs 1
b275 17:54:28.416 −34:01:49.80 356.58709 −4.22886 JHKs 1
b276 17:57:57.528 −32:46:01.20 358.04898 −4.22882 JHKs 1
b277 18:01:21.456 −31:29:56.40 359.51088 −4.22881 JHKs 1
b278 18:04:40.584 −30:13:36.84 0.97275 −4.22884 JHKs 1
b279 18:07:55.272 −28:57:03.60 2.43463 −4.22884 JHKs 1
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Table A.1. continued.

Tile RA (J2000.0) Dec (J2000.0) Longitude Latitude Filters Ks epochs
name dd:mm:ss.sss dd:mm:ss.ss degrees degrees completed completed
b280 18:11:05.880 −27:40:17.76 3.89659 −4.22886 JHKs 1
b281 18:14:12.696 −26:23:20.76 5.35849 −4.22883 JHKs 1
b282 18:17:16.056 −25:06:13.68 6.82039 −4.22886 JHKs 1
b283 18:20:16.224 −23:48:57.60 8.28222 −4.22888 JHKs –
b284 18:23:13.488 −22:31:32.88 9.74416 −4.22889 JHKs –
b285 17:34:46.896 −38:26:51.72 350.73871 −3.13666 JHKs –
b286 17:38:44.256 −37:12:59.40 352.19896 −3.13670 JHKs –
b287 17:42:34.488 −35:58:41.88 353.65931 −3.13670 JHKs –
b288 17:46:18.096 −34:44:01.68 355.11962 −3.13673 ZY JHKs –
b289 17:49:55.536 −33:29:00.24 356.57994 −3.13668 ZY JHKs 1
b290 17:53:27.288 −32:13:39.72 358.04023 −3.13673 ZY JHKs 1
b291 17:56:53.736 −30:58:01.20 359.50054 −3.13672 ZY JHKs –
b292 18:00:15.264 −29:42:06.12 0.96088 −3.13663 ZY –
b293 18:03:32.280 −28:25:56.28 2.42120 −3.13666 ZY –
b294 18:06:45.096 −27:09:32.75 3.88150 −3.13671 ZY JHKs –
b295 18:09:54.024 −25:52:56.64 5.34179 −3.13672 ZY JHKs –
b296 18:12:59.352 −24:36:09.00 6.80204 −3.13666 ZY JHKs –
b297 18:16:01.416 −23:19:10.92 8.26235 −3.13668 ZY JHKs 1
b298 18:19:00.456 −22:02:03.12 9.72271 −3.13666 JHKs 1
b299 17:30:07.272 −37:51:11.88 350.73789 −2.04453 JHKs –
b300 17:34:07.344 −36:37:53.76 352.19711 −2.04451 JHKs –
b301 17:38:00.240 −35:24:09.00 353.65635 −2.04453 ZY JHKs –
b302 17:41:46.440 −34:09:59.40 355.11565 −2.04449 ZY JHKs –
b303 17:45:26.424 −32:55:27.48 356.57487 −2.04453 ZY JHKs 1
b304 17:49:00.600 −31:40:34.32 358.03411 −2.04446 ZY JHKs 1
b305 17:52:29.424 −30:25:22.08 359.49334 −2.04452 ZY JHKs –
b306 17:55:53.256 −29:09:51.84 0.95261 −2.04456 ZY JHKs –
b307 17:59:12.432 −27:54:05.04 2.41186 −2.04451 ZY JHKs –
b308 18:02:27.312 −26:38:03.12 3.87111 −2.04447 ZY JHKs –
b309 18:05:38.232 −25:21:47.52 5.33034 −2.04451 ZY JHKs –
b310 18:08:45.480 −24:05:18.96 6.78962 −2.04454 ZY JHKs –
b311 18:11:49.320 −22:48:38.52 8.24891 −2.04449 ZY JHKs 1
b312 18:14:50.040 −21:31:47.64 9.70816 −2.04447 JHKs 1
b313 17:25:32.232 −37:14:49.92 350.73753 −0.95236 JHKs 1
b314 17:29:34.800 −36:02:05.64 352.19625 −0.95230 JHKs 1
b315 17:33:30.168 −34:48:52.92 353.65504 −0.95232 JHKs 1
b316 17:37:18.768 −33:35:14.28 355.11368 −0.95231 JHKs 1
b317 17:41:01.104 −32:21:10.80 356.57248 −0.95229 JHKs 1
b318 17:44:37.584 −31:06:45.00 358.03121 −0.95230 JHKs 1
b319 17:48:08.616 −29:51:58.32 359.48996 −0.95233 JHKs 1
b320 17:51:34.560 −28:36:52.56 0.94861 −0.95235 JHKs 1
b321 17:54:55.800 −27:21:28.44 2.40742 −0.95234 JHKs 1
b322 17:58:12.648 −26:05:48.12 3.86612 −0.95234 JHKs 1
b323 18:01:25.416 −24:49:52.68 5.32477 −0.95232 JHKs 1
b324 18:04:34.440 −23:33:42.84 6.78355 −0.95232 JHKs 1
b325 18:07:39.984 −22:17:20.40 8.24226 −0.95238 JHKs –
b326 18:10:42.288 −21:00:45.72 9.70101 −0.95231 JHKs –
b327 17:21:01.656 −36:37:48.00 350.73744 0.13984 JHKs 1
b328 17:25:06.528 −35:25:37.20 352.19621 0.13989 JHKs 1
b329 17:29:04.152 −34:12:56.52 353.65492 0.13987 JHKs –
b330 17:32:55.008 −32:59:47.76 355.11368 0.13984 JHKs –
b331 17:36:39.504 −31:46:13.08 356.57236 0.13988 JHKs –
b332 17:40:18.120 −30:32:14.28 358.03110 0.13982 JHKs –
b333 17:43:51.192 −29:17:52.80 359.48985 0.13988 JHKs –
b334 17:47:19.128 −28:03:10.80 0.94855 0.13988 JHKs –
b335 17:50:42.288 −26:48:09.36 2.40731 0.13985 JHKs –
b336 17:54:00.984 −25:32:49.92 3.86610 0.13985 JHKs –
b337 17:57:15.528 −24:17:14.28 5.32478 0.13981 JHKs –
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Table A.1. continued.

Tile RA (J2000.0) Dec (J2000.0) Longitude Latitude Filters Ks epochs
name dd:mm:ss.sss dd:mm:ss.ss degrees degrees completed completed
b338 18:00:26.208 −23:01:23.16 6.78348 0.13983 JHKs –
b339 18:03:33.336 −21:45:17.64 8.24226 0.13983 JHKs 1
b340 18:06:37.152 −20:28:59.16 9.70099 0.13985 ZY JHKs 1
b341 17:16:35.472 −36:00:07.56 350.73765 1.23203 ZY JHKs 1
b342 17:20:42.432 −34:48:30.24 352.19686 1.23205 JHKs 1
b343 17:24:42.144 −33:36:20.88 353.65613 1.23203 JHKs 1
b344 17:28:35.040 −32:23:41.64 355.11542 1.23207 JHKs 1
b345 17:32:21.576 −31:10:35.04 356.57468 1.23205 JHKs 1
b346 17:36:02.160 −29:57:02.52 358.03399 1.23203 JHKs 1
b347 17:39:37.152 −28:43:06.24 359.49322 1.23206 JHKs 1
b348 17:43:06.960 −27:28:47.64 0.95251 1.23203 JHKs 1
b349 17:46:31.896 −26:14:08.52 2.41172 1.23201 JHKs 1
b350 17:49:52.296 −24:59:09.96 3.87096 1.23204 JHKs 1
b351 17:53:08.496 −23:43:53.40 5.33027 1.23202 JHKs –
b352 17:56:20.760 −22:28:20.28 6.78955 1.23201 ZY JHKs –
b353 17:59:29.376 −21:12:31.68 8.24885 1.23202 ZY JHKs –
b354 18:02:34.608 −19:56:29.04 9.70808 1.23199 ZY JHKs –
b355 17:12:13.584 −35:21:49.68 350.73827 2.32427 ZY JHKs 1
b356 17:16:22.488 −34:10:45.12 352.19857 2.32417 ZY 1
b357 17:20:24.096 −32:59:06.36 353.65894 2.32423 ZY –
b358 17:24:18.888 −31:46:56.64 355.11924 2.32422 ZY –
b361 17:35:26.472 −28:07:39.36 359.50024 2.32421 ZY –
b362 17:38:58.008 −26:53:43.80 0.96059 2.32418 ZY JHKs –
b363 17:42:24.624 −25:39:25.92 2.42098 2.32420 ZY JHKs –
b364 17:45:46.632 −24:24:47.88 3.88124 2.32419 ZY JHKs –
b365 17:49:04.368 −23:09:50.40 5.34158 2.32416 ZY JHKs –
b366 17:52:18.096 −21:54:34.92 6.80192 2.32418 JHKs 1
b367 17:55:28.104 −20:39:02.88 8.26224 2.32419 JHKs 1
b368 17:58:34.656 −19:23:15.00 9.72265 2.32423 JHKs 1
b369 17:07:55.872 −34:42:57.24 350.73892 3.41637 ZY JHKs 1
b370 17:12:06.480 −33:32:24.36 352.20083 3.41644 ZY JHKs 1
b371 17:16:09.864 −32:21:16.20 353.66280 3.41638 ZY JHKs –
b372 17:20:06.384 −31:09:35.28 355.12466 3.41637 ZY JHKs –
b373 17:23:56.496 −29:57:23.04 356.58663 3.41642 ZY JHKs –
b374 17:27:40.584 −28:44:42.36 358.04853 3.41640 ZY JHKs –
b375 17:31:19.032 −27:31:34.68 359.51046 3.41635 ZY JHKs –
b376 17:34:52.152 −26:18:01.44 0.97243 3.41644 ZY JHKs –
b377 17:38:20.328 −25:04:05.16 2.43434 3.41638 ZY JHKs –
b378 17:41:43.848 −23:49:46.56 3.89631 3.41638 ZY JHKs –
b379 17:45:03.024 −22:35:07.44 5.35828 3.41637 ZY JHKs 1
b380 17:48:18.120 −21:20:09.24 6.82020 3.41640 ZY JHKs 1
b381 17:51:29.424 −20:04:53.40 8.28204 3.41640 JHKs 1
b382 17:54:37.224 −18:49:20.64 9.74399 3.41636 JHKs 1
b383 17:03:42.216 −34:03:30.60 350.73979 4.50856 ZY JHKs 1
b384 17:07:54.408 −32:53:29.40 352.20380 4.50857 JHKs 1
b385 17:11:59.352 −31:42:51.12 353.66783 4.50858 JHKs 1
b386 17:15:57.480 −30:31:37.92 355.13195 4.50860 JHKs 1
b387 17:19:49.176 −29:19:52.68 356.59597 4.50856 JHKs 1
b388 17:23:34.824 −28:07:36.84 358.06004 4.50857 JHKs 1
b389 17:27:14.784 −26:54:52.56 359.52411 4.50859 JHKs 1
b390 17:30:45.384 −25:43:05.52 0.96034 4.50854 JHKs 1
b391 17:34:15.096 −24:29:30.12 2.42444 4.50852 JHKs 1
b392 17:37:40.080 −23:15:31.32 3.88850 4.50858 JHKs 1
b393 17:41:00.672 −22:01:10.92 5.35253 4.50853 JHKs –
b394 17:44:17.136 −20:46:29.64 6.81666 4.50854 JHKs –
b395 17:47:29.736 −19:31:29.28 8.28074 4.50857 ZY JHKs –
b396 17:50:38.736 −18:16:11.28 9.74476 4.50855 ZY JHKs –
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